FLOW
The flow table is perfect for supervising a group of maximum of six students. The teacher in the centre can easily turn towards anyone who needs
attention. At the same time, interaction between the group is still possible. This creates a relaxed way of working together which results in a pleasant
group atmosphere. Game playing, craft work, teamwork,... the flow table is the ideal solution.

The top consists of laminate on solid
birch plywood or Durapan with extra
anti-wear layer on chipboard core
with a plastic edge of 2mm with
only a single seam. Both options are
water-resistant, solid and durable.
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Solid and durable: Not just four legs
under a top but a sturdy steel frame
as well, giving it a strong and stable
construction. The table can be easily
moved and does not wobble.

Is the Flow table not going to be used
for a while? Then push two of these
tables together into a large group
table.

Small details can prevent major
annoyances: all four legs are fitted
with adjustable feet so that the table
is always stable on any surface.
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The Flowtable is available in one table-top
size and in various heights.

The top has a synthetic resin layer on
both sides with extra protection from a
transparent anti-scratch layer.
The core is chipboard compliant with
DIN 68765/ E1. The top has a robust
protective edge, 2mm thick on top,
bottom and 2 mm in the corners rounded
off.
The colour of the edge is matched to the
top layer.

Chassis

Table-top size: 120x180cm.
Total height / Table height: 50cm, 52cm,
54cm, 58cm or 76cm.
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The top consists of a 13-layer plywood
core with a decorative plastic covering
and a protective layer underneath.
The edges are sanded and varnished after
rounding off to a radius of 30 mm.

Chassis
2mm thick steel frame that forms a closed
frame, with 2 U-shaped curved pairs
of legs from ø32mm tube with a wall
thickness of 1.5mm.
The chassis is given a wear-resistant
epoxy powder coating which can be
selected in various colours.
Each leg is fitted with a levelling foot so
that the table legs can be adapted to any
surface.
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